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Vadehra Art Gallery is pleased to announce its participation in the Summer edition of No. 9 Cork Street – a 
permanent exhibition avatar of the exciting Frieze Art Fairs in the heart of Mayfair, London. We will be presenting 
a solo body of work by leading Indian contemporary artist Anju Dodiya, featuring her iconic mattresses, along 
with watercolours and photo-collage works.  
 
Constructing compositional narratives that hinge the psychology of their experience on a powerful gatekeeper, 
Anju Dodiya works with images that echo the emotional theatre of an inner world. Dodiya’s protagonists are most 
often the female and so identifying form, parsed and assembled through poignant mythologies, autobiographical 
truths and the shared feminine spirit – professing a psychology of experience to the viewer. Concerned with the 
human form in general and the nature of pain in particular, much of the emotion in Dodiya’s work is captured in 
flux, depicting a constant state of unrest and a pre-occupation with the burdens of the creative process, 
exemplifying narratives of anxiety, artistic and otherwise. 
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Importantly, Dodiya’s moving self-confrontations raise pressing questions around gendered identity. Her 
mattresses destabilize the proclaimed comforts of domesticity through incisive mark-making and often 
expressionist imagery. Mythical figures like Daphne, Arachne and Penelope tend to infuse her protagonists with 
a weight that reinforces the prowess and agency of women, thereby challenging their canonized narratives with 
reinvented tropes that focus on empowering women in both thought and action. Dodiya’s inspirations once grasped 
from the world around her – through personal experiences, miniature paintings, ancient mythologies, European 
cinema, Japanese Ukio-e prints, poetry and even fashion – percolate slowly and deeply into fictional self-portraits 
that embrace the birthing of a self alongside its altered possibilities. Her broadened contextual vessels thus posit 
identity as a multi-layered, multi-dimensional cursor of existence, in which the joys of freely surviving as is are 
tinged with the ongoing labours of creation. Moreover, in order to traverse an inner landscape, the outer world 
must effervesce with enough meaning to generate a portal – in much the same way the ‘temperature of colour’ is 
an important element in her work with watercolours, the hallmark of her oeuvre that finds expression across her 
varied experiments with materials.  
 
The exhibition will be on view at No. 9 Cork Street from 30 May to 20 June 2022 – with a celebratory opening 
night on 1 June, as well as some programming to follows. An e-catalogue is also available on request. For all 
inquiries, please write to art@vadehraart.com. 
 
ABOUT THE ARTIST 
 
Born in 1964 in Mumbai, India, Anju Dodiya trained and received her fine arts degree from the Sir J.J. School of 
Art, Mumbai. She has had major exhibitions worldwide, including the site-specific installation, Throne of Frost at 
the Lukshmi Villas Palace, Baroda, 2007; New Narratives: Contemporary Art from India  (curated by Betty Seid), 
Chicago Cultural Centre, Chicago, 2007; Making Worlds (curated by Daniel Birnbaum), 53rd Venice Biennale, 
Venice, 2009; and the Fifth Beijing International Art Biennale, National Museum of China, Beijing, 2012. Her more 
recent participations include The Eye and The Mind: New Interventions in Indian Art, Guangdong Museum of Art, 
Guangzhou, Shanghai and Beijing, China, 2015; Continuing Traditions, Musée de la Toile de Jouy, France, 2015; 
The Journey is the Destination: The Artist’s Journey between Then and Now, Jehangir Nicholson Art Foundation, 
Mumbai, 2016; Visions from India, Transforming Vision: 21st Century Art from the Pizzuti Collection, Columbus, 
Ohio, USA, 2017; Possibilities for a Non-Alienated Life, (curated by Anita Dube), fourth edition of the Kochi–
Muziris Biennale, 2018; The Air is a Mill of Hooks, Bikaner House, New Delhi, 2018; Every Soiled Page, (curated 
by Sabih Ahmed), Ishara Art Foundation, Dubai, 2020; and Tower of Slowness, Galerie Templon, Brussels, 2021. 
She is also represented in several private and public collections, including the National Gallery of Modern Art, 
New Delhi, Mumbai; Jehangir Nicholson Art Foundation, Mumbai; the Ishara Art Foundation and the Prabhakar 
Collection, Dubai; the Kiran Nadar Museum of Art, New Delhi; Devi Art Foundation, Gurgaon; Burger Collection, 
Hong Kong; RPG Enterprises, Mumbai; TAPI Collection of Shilpa and Praful Shah, India; the Art Institute of Chicago 
and Zabludowicz Collection, Finland. The artist lives and works in Mumbai. 
 
ABOUT THE GALLERY 
 

Representing a roster of artists across four generations, Vadehra Art Gallery was established in 1987 with a 
passion to pioneer Indian art as a conduit of cultural celebration, intellect and value in the public milieu. 
Modern masters like M.F. Husain, Ram Kumar, S.H. Raza and Tyeb Mehta find prime spot in the gallery’s 
calendar alongside the subsequent generation of modernists like Arpita Singh, A. Ramachandran, Nalini Malani, 
Gulammohammed Sheikh and Rameshwar Broota. The gallery’s expansive contemporary programme includes 
some of the most exciting names in Indian art such as Atul Dodiya, Shilpa Gupta, Anju Dodiya, N.S. Harsha and 
Sunil Gupta, as well as young emerging talent like Sachin George Sebastian, Shrimanti Saha and Shailesh B.R. 
Vadehra Art Gallery’s active and comprehensive programming takes the form of carefully curated and frequent 
exhibitions at two prominent locations in Delhi, alongside art events, engaging conversations and a growing 
digital platform. As a key artistic interlocutor to regional and international audiences, the gallery ventured into 
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publishing in 1996, and over the last two decades has published several books and monographs in collaboration 
with major publishing houses like Penguin and Prestel, as well as hundreds of illustrated exhibition catalogues. 


